The Production Possibility Set (PPS) is defined as a set of inputs and outputs of a system in which inputs can produce outputs. The Production Possibility Set of the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model is contain of two types defining hyperplanes (facets); strong and weak efficient facets. In this paper, the problem of finding weak defining hyperplanes of the PPS of the CCR-technology is dealt with. We state and prove some properties relative to our method. To illustrate the applicability of the proposed model, some numerical examples are finally provided. Our algorithm can easily be implemented using existing packages for operation research, such as GAMS.
Introduction
The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), introduced by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978) , is a procedure to evaluate the relative efficiency of a set of decision making units (DMU); each uses multiple inputs to produce multiple outputs. The data define a Production Possibility Set (PPS); that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of each of DMUs. The PPS of the DEA models is the smallest set containing the observed DMUs and all feasible inputoutput level
Background
Consider a set of n DMUs which is associated with m inputs and s outputs. Particularly, each DM U j = (X j , Y j ) (j ∈ J = {1, . . . , n}) consumes amount x ij (> 0) of input i and produces amount y rj (> 0) of output r . The production possibility set T , T ⊂ (X, Y )|X ∈ E m , Y ∈ E s , X 0, Y 0 is based on postulate sets which are presented with a brief explanation (see Banker (1984) , Banker et al. (1984) and Yu et al. (1996) ). One of the DEA models to evaluate the relative efficiency of a set of DMUs is the CCR model, which is, proposed by Charnes et al. (1978) . The production possibility set (PPS) of the CCR model can be defined as follows:
in which X j and Y j are vectors of input and output of DM U j , respectively.
Following properties are postulated for PPS T :
1. The observed activities belongs to T ; i.e.
(X j , Y j , ) ∈ T , j = 1, ..., n 2. If (X, Y ) ∈ T , then the (tX, tY ) ∈ T for any t > 0.
3. For any activity (X, Y ) ∈ T any nonnegative activity (X,Ȳ ) withX ≥ X andȲ ≤ Y is included in T.
T is closed and convex.
A face of a polyhedral set is the support set of a supporting hyperplane.
A facet of a k-dimensional polyhedral set is a k − 1 dimensional face. In fact, any facet of the PPS of the DEA model is a defining hyperplane of the PPS.
Note: A CCR-efficient DMU is said to be extreme DMU; if it lies on the edge of the PPS of the CCR model.
The PPS of the CCR model is depicted in Figure ( 
Also, the output-oriented CCR model, corresponds to DM U k , k ∈ J, is as follows:
s.t. 
where ǫ is non-Archimedean small and positive number. Models (1) and (2) are called envelopment forms (with non-Archimedean number).
DM U k is said to be strong efficient (CCR-efficient) if and only if either (i) or (ii) happen:
(i) θ * = 1 and (s + * , s − * ) = (0, 0)
(ii) ϕ * = 1 and (t + * , t − * ) = (0, 0) DM U k is said to be weak efficient if and only if either (v) or (iv) happen:
(v) θ * = 1 and (s + * , s − * ) = (0, 0) (iv) ϕ * = 1 and (t + * , t − * ) = (0, 0)
Note that if θ * < 1 and ϕ * > 1 then DM U k is an interior point of the PPS. 1
Each interior DMU and weak efficient DMU in the CCR model is said to be a CCR-inefficient
Efficient Frontier is the set of all points (real or virtual DMUs) with efficiency score is equal to unity (θ * = 1 or ϕ * = 1).
Efficient frontier is divided into two categories:
i) Strong efficient frontier is the set of all (real or virtual) strong efficient (CCR efficient) DMU.
ii) Weak efficient frontier in which all it's relative interior points (real or virtual DMUs), are weak efficient DMUs.
is said to be non-dominated if and only if there is not any DM U = (X, Y ) (real or virtual) such that:
We use the following theorem in the next section.
Theorem 1: There does not exist any virtual DMU (a member of the PPS) that dominates an DEA-efficient DMU.
Proof. See H. Fukuyama et. al. (2012) .
The dual of models (1) and (2) (without ǫ i.e. ǫ=0), which are called multiplier forms, are as models (3) and (4), respectively:
1 (*) is used for optimal solution.
u r y rk = 1,
DM U k is strong efficient if there exists at least one optimal solution (u * , v * ) for (3) with
. Also DM U k is weak efficient if u * y k = 1 and no (u * , v * ) > 0 exists. In this case there exist at least one r (or i) so that u * r = 0 (or v * i = 0) in all optimal solution of model (3) or (4) (see example 4.3.). In Figure  ( 2 shows that, model (3) has unique optimal solution, which defines two supporting 2 defining hyperplanes H 1 and H 2 passing through D 3 and D ′ 2 , respectively. On the other hand, the evaluation of D 1 indicate that, model (3) has alternative optimal solutions, which defines an infinite number of supporting hyperplanes passing through D 1 . Only two of these hyperplanes (i.e. H 1 and H 3 ) are defining hyperplanes. In fact, if (u * , v * ) is an unique optimal solution of model (3) then u t * y − v t * x = 0 is the equation of defining hyperplane of the PPS. In addition, if (u * , v * ) > 0, u t * y − v t * x = 0 is the equation of strong defining hyperplane of the PPS (see Definition 1). Otherwise, if some components of (u * , v * ) are zero, then u t * y − v t * x = 0 is the equation of weak defining hyperplane of the PPS (see Definition 2). A similar discussion holds for model (4).
Note that the hyperplanes H 2 and H 3 are weak defining hyperplanes and H 1 is strong defining hyperplane of the PPS of the CCR (see Definitions 1 and 2.).
In this paper, corresponding to each strong efficient DMU DM U j = (x 1j , ..., x mj , y 1j , ..., y sj ) we consider virtual DMUs DM U ′ j = (x 1j , ..., x lj +α, ..., x mj , y 1j , ..., y sj ) and DM U ′′ j = (x 1j , ..., x mj , y 1j , ..., y qj − γ, ..., y sj ), in which α, γ > 0. These virtual DMUs are either interior point of the PPS of the CCR model or lie on the some weak defining hyperplanes (see Definition 2 and properties 2-7). In the latter case we call these virtual DMUs as "weak efficient virtual DMU", In this research, we first find the extreme DMUs of the PPS of the CCR model, lying on the some weak defining hyperplanes, and then using models (5) and (6), the foregone weak efficient virtual DMUs are found. By using them, we find the weak defining hyperplane of the PPS of the CCR model.
Throughout this paper, we must assume that there are not any two strong efficient DMUs as (x, y) and (tx, ty) for all t > 0 and t = 1. Otherwise, one of them must be deleted.
Identifying equations of weak defining hyperplanes
In this section, we identify the equations of weak defining hyperplanes of the PPS of the CCR model in the following way. First, we evaluate each DM U k , (k ∈ J) using, models (1) or (2). Then, we hold all CCR-efficient DMUs, and remove other DMUs. Suppose that the set of all CCR-efficient DMUs is denoted by E. Corresponding to each DM U k = (x 1k , ..., x mk , y 1k , ..., y sk ), (k ∈ E), we solve the following models:
The following properties hold for models (5) and (6). By property 1 we can find all extreme CCR-efficient DMUs. The properties 3, 4, 6, and 7 provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for lying an extreme CCR-efficient DMU on the weak defining hyperplane.
Property 1: In model (5) (or (6)), if for some l (or q), θ k * l > 1 (or ϕ k * q < 1) or if for some l(or q), model (5) (or model (6)) is infeasible, then, DM U k is an extreme DMU and vice versa.
Proof. Suppose that θ k * l > 1. First, we show that DM U k is CCR-efficient. By contradiction let DM U k is inefficient. At optimality of model (1), two cases are happened:
in each cases it can be shown that θ k * l ≤ 1, a contradiction. Now we show that DM U k is ,in fact, an extreme CCR-efficient DMU. By contradiction suppose that DM U k is an non-extreme CCR-efficient. So, the following system has solution:
Suppose that (λ j , j ∈ E ′ ) is a solution of the above system. Ifλ
On the other hand if λ j = 0, we rewrite system (7) as follows:
By divided both side of the above equations by (1 −λ j > 0); we obtain a solution of model
Thus, DM U k is an extreme CCR-efficient DMU. Now, suppose that for some l, model (5) is infeasible. In the similar manner, it can be shown that DM U k is an extreme CCR-efficient DMU. Conversely, suppose that DM U k is extreme DMU and model (5) is feasible. We show that θ k * l ≥ 1. Consider the following corresponding to DM U k :
Now suppose that θ * (= 1), θ ′ k * l and θ k * l are the optimal objective functions of the models (1), (8) and (5) with respect to DM U k , respectively. It is not difficult to show that θ * ≤ θ
This completes the proof. Corollary: In models (5) and (6), for each l and q, θ k * l = ϕ k * q = 1 if and only if DM U k is a non-extreme CCR-efficient DMU.
Proof. Omitted.
Property 2: In a single input case, for each DM U k = (x 1k , y 1k , ..., y sk ), the virtual DMU
.., y sk ), in which α > 0, is an interior point of the PPS of the CCR model.
Proof. First, we add DM U ′ k to the PPS and then, evaluate its performance by the input and output-oriented CCR model see models (1) and (2) . It is enough to show that θ * < 1 and ϕ * > 1. Consider the input-oriented CCR model corresponding to virtual DMU DM U ′ k as follows: min θ s.t.
x 1k +α (< 1) is a feasible solution of (9) . Since model (9) has a minimization-type objective function, θ * < 1; where "*" is used to indicate optimality. In a similar manner, it can be shown that in output-oriented maximization problem, ϕ * > 1. Therefore, DM U k is an interior point of PPS. This completes the proof.
In Figure 2 , corresponding to DMU D 1 = (x 11 , y 11 , y 21 ), virtual DMU D ′′ 1 = (x 11 +α, y 11 , y 21 ) is an interior point of the PPS.
Property 3: In a multiple inputs case, if for some l, model (5) is infeasible, then CCR-efficient DM U k lies on the weak defining hyperplane, which passes through the lth axis of input.
Proof. We show that if for one l, model (5) 
.., x mk , y 1k , ..., y sk ), in which α > 0, is on the weak defining hyperplane, which passes through the lth axis of input. For this aim, we show that in the performance evaluation of DM U ′ k using model (2); ϕ * = 1. Consider model (2) corresponding to virtual DMU DM U ′ k as follows (without ǫ):
By contradiction, suppose that λ * j (j ∈ E), µ * k , ϕ * (> 1) is the optimal solution of (10). The constraints of model (10) can be written as follows:
From model (11), it is easy to show that 1 − λ * k − µ * k > 0. Divide both sides of model (11) 
, j ∈ E − {k}; so, model (11) becomes as follows:
Since β > 0, there isθ > 0 so that x lk + β =θx lk ; therefore, the constraints of model (11) can be rewritten as follows:
is a feasible solution for model (5); a contradiction. This implies that ϕ * = 1 i.e. DM U ′ k lies on the efficient frontier. Now, since DM U ′ k is dominated by CCR-efficient DM U k , so, DM U ′ k lies on the weak efficient frontier (hyperplane). Moreover, it is easy to shows that in the equation of this weak efficient hyperplane; v l = 0 and so by remark 1 this hyperplane passes through the lth axis of input. This completes the proof.
In Figure 1 , model (5) corresponding to DMU D 2 = (x 12 , x 22 , y 2 ) with l = 1 is infeasible; so, virtual DMU D ′ 2 = (x 12 + α, x 22 , y 2 ) is on the weak defining hyperplane, which passes through x 1 -axis and vertical to hyperplane x 1 =0.
The following property is, in fact, the converse of property 3.
Property 4: In a multiple inputs case, if extreme CCR-efficiency DMU DM U k = (x 1k , ..., x lk , ... , x mk , y 1k , ..., y sk ) lies on the weak defining hyperplane which passes through the lth axis of input (vertical to hyperplane x l =0); then model (5) is infeasible.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that the model (5) is feasible. The first constraint of the model (5) implies that the optimal solution of the model (5) is bounded. Suppose that,
is an optimal solution of it. Note that the first constraint of the model (5) is tight at optimality. We first show that θ k * l > 1. By contradiction, suppose that θ k * l ≤ 1. If θ k * l < 1 we have:
It shows that virtual DMU
dominates the CCR-efficient DM U k , a contradiction (see Theorem 1). Now, if θ k * l = 1, we have:
At least one of the inequality constraints of (14) is a strict inequality, because, otherwise, the CCR-efficient DM U k , is not extreme DMU. So, θ k * l > 1. Therefor, there exist β > 0 so that, θ k * l x lk = x lk + β. This means that, the virtual DMU DM U ′ k = (x 1k , ..., x (l−1)k , x lk + β, x (l+1)k , ..., x mk , y 1k , ..., y sk ) is, in fact, an observed DMU belongs to the PPS of the CCR model. This is a contradiction. Because, we had been eliminated all the CCR-inefficient DMUs from the PPS of the CCR model. The proof is completed.
Property 5: In a single output case, for each DM U k = (x 1k , ..., x mk , y 1k ), virtual DMU DM U ′ k = (x 1k , ..., x mk , y 1k −γ), in which γ > 0, is an interior point of the PPS of the CCR model.
Proof. The proof is similar to property 2 and so, we omit the details.
In Figure 3 , virtual DMU D ′ = (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 − γ), corresponding to DMU D = (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 ) is an interior point of PPS).
Property 6: In a multiple outputs case, if for some q, model (6) is infeasible, then, CCRefficient DM U k lies on the weak defining hyperplane of the PPS, vertical to hyperplane y q =0.
Proof. The proof is similar to property 3 except it can be shown that in the performance evaluation of DM U ′ k using model (1); θ * = 1.
In Figure 2 , model (6) corresponding to DMU D 1 = (x 11 , y 11 , y 21 ), with q = 2, is infeasible, so, virtual DMU D ′ 1 = (x 11 , y 11 , y 21 − γ) lies on the weak defining hyperplane of the PPS vertical to hyperplane y 2 =0.
The following property is, in fact, the converse of property 6.
Property 7: In a multiple outputs case, let extreme CCR-efficiency DMU DM U k = (x 1k , ..., x mk , y 1k , ..., y qk , ...., y sk ) lies on the weak defining hyperplane vertical to hyperplane y q = 0; then model (6) is infeasible.
Proof. The proof is similar to property 4. So, we omit it. Now, by property 1 we can find all extreme DMUs of the PPS of the CCR model and by Properties 2, 3 and 4 we can find all weak efficient virtual DMUs as DM U ′ k = (x 1k , ..., x (l−1)k , x lk + α, x (l+1)k , ..., x mk , y 1k , ..., y sk ), in which α > 0 and by Properties 5, 6 and 7 we can find all weak efficient virtual DMUs as DM U ′ k = (x 1k , ..., x mk , y 1k , ..., y qk − β, ...., y sk ), in which β > 0. Put indices of the weak efficient virtual DMUs, in F . Without lose of generality we can assume
Consider the set G = {1, ..., L}. Now, we use the method proposed by Jahanshahloo et. al (2007) to find all weak defining hyperplanes of the PPS of the CCR model with some modifications. We modify their method for simplifying the process of finding coplanar DMUs. More importantly, we need the following theorems:
Theorem 2: Let (x p , y p ) and (x q , y q ) be observed DMUs that lie on a strong (or weak) supporting hyperplane, then each convex combination of them is on the same hyperplane.
Proof. See Jahanshahloo et. al (2007).
Theorem 3: Consider (x p , y p ) and (x q , y q ) are two observed DMUs that lie on different hyperplanes (excluding their intersection, if it is not empty). Then every point (virtual DMU) which is obtained by strict convex combination of them is an interior point of PPS. In other words, this virtual DMU is radial inefficient.
The method is as follows:
Using the above Theorems we first determine all coplanar DMUs in G (i.e. all DMUs that are on the same defining hyperplane). Take a distinct pair DM U p and DM U q , where p and q belong to G, and construct a virtual DMU as follows:
Using the DEA models, we can determine whether or not DM U k is efficient. In the first case, by Theorem 3, DM U p and DM U q are on the same hyperplane; in the second case, they are not (by Theorem 2). For each l ∈ G, define G l = j| DM U l and DM U j , j ∈ G, are coplanar . It is obvious that
Example. In Figure (4), 1, 2 , ..., 6 are six DMUs. Since there exists a plane that binding from 1 and 2, therefore 1 ∈ G 2 and 2 ∈ G 1 and so on. Then, G 1 = {1, 2, 3}, G 2 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, G 3 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, G 4 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, G 5 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, G 6 = {4, 5, 6}. {1, 2, 3} ⊆ G 1 ∩ G 2 ∩ G 3 therefor, DMUs 1, 2, 3, are coplanar. We choose an arbitrary m + s − 1 members of G such that {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l m+s−1 } ⊆ G l 1 ∩ G l 2 ∩ ... ∩ G l m+s−1 . We call this set D = {j 1 , . . . , j m+s−1 }.
Using D, a hyperplane can be constructed as follows:
where x 1 , . . . , x m , y 1 , . . . , y s are variables, x pjt , (p = 1, . . . , m, t = 1, . . . , m + s − 1) is p th input of DM U jt and y qjt (q = 1, . . . , s; t = 1, . . . , m + s − 1) is q th output of DM U jt .
Suppose that the equation of the above mentioned hyperplane is in the form of P t z = 0, where z = (x 1 , . . . , x m , y 1 , . . . , y s ), and P is the gradient vector of the hyperplane. Considering Theorem 4, we can find all equations of weak and strong defining hyperplanes of PPS.
Theorem 4: Consider H = {z| P t z = 0} so that P t z = 0 is constructed by (12). Suppose w = (x w 1 , . . . , x w m , y w 1 , . . . , y w s ) is defined as follows: x w i = max{x ij | j = 1, . . . , n} i = 1, . . . , m y w r = min{y rj | j = 1, . . . , n} r = 1, . . . , s Call w Negative Ideal (NI) if
Proof. See Jahanshahloo et. al (2007) . Now we are in the position to put all together the ingredients of the method.
Summary of finding all Weak Defining Hyperplanes algorithm
• Step 1. Evaluate n DMUs with a suitable form of models (1) and, (2). Hold all CCRefficient DMUs and remove other DMUs. Put indices of this strong efficient DMUs in E.
• Step 2. Evaluate each CCR-efficient DMUs with models (5) and (6). (Note that in the single output case we use model (5) and in the single input case we use model (6)). Denote the index set of weak efficient virtual DMUs by F . Suppose that F ∪ E = {DM U 1 , ..., DM U L } and G = {1, ..., L}.
• Step 3. For each p, q ∈ G that p = q, evaluate DM U k = 1 2 DM U p + 1 2 DM U q if it is efficient p ∈ G q and q ∈ G p .
• Step 4. For each j (j = 1, . . . , L), compute G j .
• Step 5. Choose arbitrary m + s − 1 members of G such that {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l m+s−1 } ⊆ G l 1 ∩ G l 2 ∩ ... ∩ G l m+s−1 . Call this set as D = {j 1 , . . . , j m+s−1 }.
Construct a hyperplane using equation (12). Suppose that the equation of hyperplane is
in the form of P t z = 0 where z = (x 1 , . . . , x m , y 1 , . . . , y s ).
• Step 6. If P has any component less than or equal to zero go to step 8, else let w = (x w 1 , . . . , x w m , y w 1 , . . . , y w s ) is defined as follows:
then P t z = 0 is supporting. Otherwise, go to step 8.
•
Step 7. If, at least, one of the m + s − 1 members of D is a weak efficient virtual DMU, then P t z = 0 is weak defining hyperplane. Otherwise, it is strong defining hyperplane.
• Step 8. If another subset of G with m + s − 1 members can be found, go to step 5, else stop. from PPS and solve model (5) 
Numerical Examples

Single output case
H 1 , the first weak hyperplane, is constructed on D = {1, 5}.
x 1 x 2 y 1 4 3 1 5 3 = 0, that yields y = 3x 1 .
Note that the conditions of Theorem 4 are held and H 1 is a weak defining hyperplane including x 2 -axis and vertical to hyperplane x 2 = 0 (because the weak efficient virtual DMU, D ′ 1 , lies on H 1 ). Here, w = (6, 4, 2).
H 2 , the second weak hyperplane is constructed on D = {3, 6}. Similarly, the conditions of Theorem 4 are held, and hence H 2 is a weak defining hyperplane including x 1 -axis and vertical to hyperplane x 1 = 0 (because the weak efficient virtual DMU, 
Using the proposed method, it was found that DMUs D 1 , D 2 and D 3 rest on edges of the PPS.
Also, DMUs D 1 and D 3 lie on the edge intersection of strong and weak defining hyperplanes of the PPS. Moreover, using property 5 there is no any weak defining hyperplane vertical to hyperplane y = 0. Table 2 shows data for 5 DMUs with two inputs and two outputs. Running model (1) (or (2)) shows that DMUs D 1 , D 2 , D 4 are CCR-efficient and other DMUs are CCR-inefficient. Applying models (5) and (6) to each CCR-efficient DMU produces the results reported in Table 3 .
Multiple outputs and inputs case
In Table 3 , "INFES" and "FES" denotes "infeasible" and "feasible" respectively. For instance, "INFES" in the first row and the second column means that model (5), corresponding to DMU D 1 with l = 2, is infeasible. So, by property 3, D 2 1 = (2, 3 + α, 7, 4) is a weak efficient virtual DMU that lies on a weak defining hyperplane passing through x 2 -axis. using property 1, it was found that all CCR-efficient DMUs lie on the extreme ray. Using properties 3 and 6 and the information of Table 3 , all weak efficient virtual DMUs can be determined (see Table 4 ). For simplicity, we choose α = 1. For simplicity, we rename CCR-efficient and weak efficient virtual DMUs as follows:
Therefore, we have:
H 1 , the first weak hyperplane, is constructed on D1 = {1, 2, 4}, D2 = {1, 2, 7}, D3 = {2, 1, 7}, D4 = {2, 4, 7}, The other weak defining hyperplanes are as follows:
H 3 is constructed on D9 = {1, 4, 5} that yields −7x 1 + 2y 1 = 0.
H 4 is constructed on D10 = {2, 3, 6}, D11 = {2, 3, 9} and D12 = {3, 6, 9} and D13 = {2, 6, 9}, that yields −27x 2 + 8y 1 + 6y 2 = 0.
H 5 is constructed on D14 = {3, 10, 9} that yields −6x 2 + 2y 1 = 0.
H 6 is constructed on D15 = {2, 6, 8} that yields −5x 2 + 2y 2 = 0.
H 7 is constructed on D14 = {2, 7, 8} that yields −5x 1 − y 2 = 0.
One can easily verify that the conditions of Theorem 4 are held and H i , i = 1, ..., 7 are defining. It is worthwhile to note that the aforementioned PPS has only one strong defining hyperplane
The following results can be attained by the aforementioned example:
• There are one strong defining hyperplane and seven weak defining hyperplanes.
• The extreme ray binding from DMU U 1 is the intersection of four defining hyperplanes H 1 , H 2 , H 3 and H 8 .
• The extreme ray binding from DMU U 2 is the intersection of five defining hyperplanes H 1 , H 4 , H 6 , H 7 and H 8 .
• The extreme ray binding from DMU U 3 is the intersection of four defining hyperplanes H 2 , H 4 , H 5 and H 8 .
• All extreme rays are the intersection of strong and weak defining hyperplanes. Also all CCRefficiency DMUs U 1 , U 2 and U 3 lie on the weak defining hyperplanes.
Real word data
We evaluated the data of 20 branchs of a bank in Iran using the proposed method. The data was previously analyzed by Amirteimoori et al. (2005) , (see Table (5)) . Running the DEA model (1) (or (2)) resulted in seven CCR-efficient units as 1, 4, 7, 12, 15, 17 and 20 . Using the proposed method, the equations of weak defining hyperplanes were obtained as summarized below:
The equations of defining hyperplanes binding from DM U 1 : The equations of defining hyperplanes binding from DM U 4 :
1. -135946848561600x 1 -2849422236336738x 3 +1209326347627400y 1 +593911185390900y 2 + 107359667492350y 3 =0
2. -303325252038x 3 + 125752259800y 1 +3441190230y 2 +17703755450y 3 =0
3. -962972121000x 1 -328314063906x 2 +888323202000y 1 +842460036000y 3 =0 
Conclusions
Until now, less attention has been paid regarding finding weak facet of PPS of DEA models (see Wei et al. (2007) ). Following Jahanshahloo et al. (2007) , in this paper we proposed a method for finding all weak defining hyperplanes of the PPS of the CCR model. To do this, the performance of each DMUs was firstly evaluated using models (1) or (2), and all CCR-inefficient cases from the PPS were then removed.
By introducing a variance of super-efficient models (see models (5) and (6)) and using properties 2-7, the weak efficient virtual DMUs and the strong efficient DMUs are found. A supporting hyperplane was found to be a weak defining hyperplane if at least one weak efficient virtual DMU lies on it. Using the proposed method, one can check which CCR-efficient DMUs lie on the extreme rays (edges) of the PPS of the CCR model; which extreme DMUs lie on the weak defining hyperplanes, and how many defining hyperplanes they are on. In addition, these hyperplanes are useful in sensitivity and stability analysis.
Our algorithm can easily be implemented using existing packages for operation research, such as GAMS. 
